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Abstract 
In the 21st century, people are faced with a new choice between tradition and popularity. 
How to achieve a balance between the two is a new exploration. Hoomei, as a kind of 
popular and traditional music, can be combined with popular music. So as to realize the 
value. This paper discusses the inevitability of the combination of Hoomei and pop music 
from three aspects: form, aesthetics and value, and puts forward some fusion strategies, 
which need to be solved from singing, communication and fusion ways. 
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1. Introduction 

The 21st century is an era of cultural pluralism, science and technology and economy collide 
with each other, so music in China has a new development trend. The combination of traditional 
music and pop music can make traditional music generate energetic, and in the process of 
innovation, it is convenient for listeners to understand and provide a new path for music 
inheritance. Under the background of globalization and pluralistic culture, it is necessary to 
explore how to combine Mongolian Hoomei with modern popularity, so as to form new artistic 
creation and make the development of traditional art glow with new vitality. 

2. Introduction of Hoomei 

Hoomei art is a way of singing by people's voices according to different high and low voices. 
The original meaning of Hoomei is throat. For singers, it is necessary to hold their breath, use 
oral resonance and strong breath to impact vocal cords, and produce a generalized sound, 
which has a very strong timbre and a metallic feeling. Hoomei and Mongolian history 
complement each other. As early as Altai Mountain, the history of sound wheat was discovered, 
and people called this sound art imitating nature Hoomei. Hoomei's life has been continuously 
integrated from generation to generation, combining production and life with Hoomei's 
performance. For example, Hoomei will appear in Mongolian sports games, archery, wrestling 
and other large-scale competitions. 
Hoomei, an ancient art, is also facing an embarrassing inheritance situation. Although in 1990s, 
Hoomei began to be paid more and more attention by people. However, in the modern cultural 
pattern, grassland culture gradually disappeared, and modern culture had a bad influence on 
grassland culture. At the same time, Hoomei art derived from grassland culture is naturally 
affected. Under the impact of modern music, the cultural soil on which Hoomei art depends has 
gradually deteriorated, and new inheritance is urgently needed. Mongolian people's inherent 
way of thinking and living habits are the soil of Hoomei art production. However, because of 
modernization, people pay more and more attention to Hoomei art and pay insufficient 
attention to Hoomei. 
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3. Cross-border Exploration between Hoomei and Pop Music 

3.1. Exploration of Cross-border Form 
The combination of traditional culture and popular culture has been a deep concept. For 
example, Chinese style is the most typical representative. After a generation of pop singers such 
as Jay Chou and Tao Zhe, traditional opera culture and popular culture are gradually combined 
with each other. It can not only make songs show traditional beauty, but also make pop music 
have Chinese soil and achieve the balance between tradition and modernity. This can provide a 
certain reference template for Hoomei's formal creation and make up for the embarrassing 
situation inherited by Hoomei. Although Hoomei cannot be used on grassland, it can be 
combined with popular culture to form a new art and serve the national culture. 

3.2. Cross-border Aesthetic Exploration 
Under the influence of modern civilization, the living habits and lifestyles of ethnic minorities 
are influenced imperceptibly, and the invasion of urban popular culture has changed people's 
aesthetics. Hoomei, a cultural form, is the cultural knot of the people, but it represents the 
feelings of Mongolian people. Under the destruction of modern culture, there are still some 
obstacles, which can integrate Hoomei into Mongolian culture and arouse the psychological 
resonance of listeners. With the rapid development of pop music, people's aesthetics have a 
cultural influence. However, Hoomei can no longer meet people's needs, and needs to use new 
ways to meet people's diversified cultural needs. For example, Ma Touqin, oral strings, etc. can 
be matched with outdoor to form a visual effect similar to electronic synthesis, which can help 
people relieve the pressure of life and achieve certain cultural consumption purposes. 

3.3. Cross-border Value Exploration 
Introducing Hoomei into pop music can make pop music glow with new fire color, realize the 
resonance of internal culture and make more people agree with traditional culture. The 
products of popular culture are for the public, Therefore, we also need to think about how to 
enrich our hearts and meet the needs of the public. By applying Hoomei, the value of pop music 
can be higher, and the integration of social interests can not only save traditional culture and 
embarrassing situation, but also make pop culture have more elements and enhance its own 
market value. 

4. Integration Strategy of Hoomei and Pop Music 

4.1. Mutual Wheat Singing is Integrated into Pop Music 
Hoomei, as an original way used by Mongolian people every day, has its own uniqueness. 
Through the use of Hoomei, the vocal cords are impacted by strong breath. Then it produces a 
very thick bass, which attracts the attention of the audience. By calling oral resonance, the 
treble is clearer and louder, with strong metal characteristics, which is the charm of Hoomei art. 
Hoomei singing style is used in modern pop music, which can bring unexpected colors to 
generate. For example, Ergun Band adapted Hongyan to some extent. The use of Hoomei's 
method, combined with modern pop music, makes the whole pop music more distinctive, has 
very strong three-dimensional characteristics, gives people a rich sense of space, feels multi-
dimensional charm in the music world, and brings great aesthetic pleasure to the audience. 
Hoomei, as one of the representatives of traditional music, not only got rid of the shackles, but 
also diversified its forms and formed a new singing way. This singing style has a very large 
audience space. By using Hoomei to cover the content, the filming and singing of the original 
timbre can be changed. Singing according to the original melody can not only enrich the tune 
content, but also make the lyrics more smart, and enrich the elements of music, adding a certain 
exotic style. 
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4.2. The Popularity of Orchestration and Accompaniment Instruments 
Moreover, changing the soundtrack can bring modern art to the stage. In the requirements of 
modern art, Hoomei also needs to make certain adjustments to adapt to the present stage. By 
incorporating more Mongolian musical instruments, Combining western musical instruments, 
electroacoustic instruments, etc., makes Hoomei's characteristics richer. For example, Dianji is 
one of the favorite accompaniment instruments of many singers now. Combining with Hoomei 
can be said to be even more powerful. Many entertainment places will let others replace Ma 
Touqin, and then cooperate with Hoomei to form a unique picture. At the same time, according 
to the singing works, the tone of musical instruments is adjusted, and different musical 
instruments are used in different occasions. In the singing process of Hoomei, a certain 
collocation effect is formed. For example, Ma Touqin and oral strings can be used to combine 
popular and traditional musical instruments, which can not only show modern aesthetic taste. 
But also can play the charm of traditional music. For example, the famous singing group 
Monguria created "Love at the Wharf" and Wang Sitar Tan's "Night in Ulaanbaatar". By 
adjusting the orchestration and then arranging the content, Hoomei, a more original singing 
style, has won the public's love and more people's attention. 

4.3. Learn From Modern Music Communication Methods. 
Looking at the spread of music, it can be divided into the following five categories according to 
technology, namely, music score spread, record spread, radio spread, television spread and 
network spread. The 21st century is the era of the Internet, and it also needs to be combined 
with the Internet, so as to avoid oral transmission, not be able to entertain themselves, and keep 
up with the pace of the times. In the network, people's demand for culture is often fast food 
culture, and they pay more attention to short-term needs. Therefore, Hoomei must adapt to the 
development of modern society in its communication mode and need to change its functions. 
The way of development has been adjusted to some extent, and it is one of the main ways of 
outdoor inheritance to spread Hoomei on the Internet by combining with pop music. For 
example, playing songs through a large number of Hoomei in the network forms a certain high-
quality content, which provides a new path for Hoomei, an original ecological music 
communication, and people are no longer limited to hearing Hoomei locally. Hear wonderful 
extramarital content in pop music and on the Internet. Network is the main way of music 
communication at present. We can often see the creation of Hoomei in the network, and use the 
network to stimulate people's interest in Hoomei, taking pop music as the carrier. 

5. Conclusion 

Not surprisingly, there is an essential connection between Chinese music and pop music, and 
only carry forward the past and forge ahead into the future. Only by drawing nutrition from 
traditional music can we create popular music suitable for our own people. From the current 
fusion process of traditional music and a piece of music, it is not difficult to find that pop music 
can draw more value from traditional music, and make use of rich local pop music factors to 
enrich music connotation. Traditional music, on the other hand, can expand its own 
communication channels and form more communication paths through the east wind of 
popular music, so as to achieve efficient communication with the masses. It is necessary and 
inevitable to combine Hoomei with popular music, which is one of the mainstream ways to 
develop Hoomei art at present. 
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